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Epiphany is a very special feast day to West

-

words ; it is our anniversary. Three years ago
this season, the quarterly stood "at the edge of

newness."
Now, having experienced the splendid cycle

of Easter, All Saints, and Epiphany three times

since then, our thoughts are of three kinds of

epiphanies.

The first, the glorious, the manifestation of

God the Son to the Gentiles in the persons of The
Three Wise Men. The Magi came, and saw, and

adored.

The second, the joyful, the commemoration
of that first glimpse of Christ the King by the

celebrations of medieval times , when the people

acted out the mystery play of the Offering of the

Magi, and sent gifts marking the Twelve Days of

Christmas.

The third, the everpresent, the light held

by a good friend which enables us to see a Trans-

figured World.

On the Twelfth Day of Christmas Westwords
sends to you

JPM
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A Note to Mr. Eliot:

advent attitudes 1 958

... all things/ Proceed to a joyful consummation.

The angels

spread gold brocade wings

swish tipped

the pilgrims

dropped their hats

top tossled

the singers

clipped the pace of paced reflection

in the miracle mad procession

choirs bounds

bound chords

through throngs of ostrich coats

pealed off in yellow morning stripes

and blue orange sunsets chilled

waves of nightly melancholy

flowed forward back and up

into a camel's pass

and still, hush!

the crawling, falling ones

accompany a boy babe

flapping his arms around

a lavender backed dove

come follow!

this desert of surging, kneeling snow
bending to take form
and leap a leap which

leaves the dancers wild

for the road

of parted angel's wings.

i'KifaA, Rfic&d HmU, OSJ-



Please, Ben

The room was dim In the afternoon, one slim beam slid now
through the front curtains, casting a pattern on the staircase.

Marguerite glanced toward it, "Do you see there, Ben?" she said

turning back to him, pushing the fine blond hair back on his fore-

head, her hands damp against his soft skin. He had such blue eyes,

they looked like marbles to her, transparent in their endlessness.

"My baby," she told him, hugging his waist. "My own baby, my
baby." She thought of her own eyes, yellow brown, colorless yel-

low brown, and whispered, "You are the family beauty, Ben, do

you know how blue your eyes are? I'd give you a pony for your blue

eyes, marble eyes, a pony with a black tail." Marguerite drew a

black tailed pony in the air, the air clung to it large and splendid.

"Pony, pony," she said, drawling the word with tongue movements
"pony, baby."

"Pony," said Ben, slipping from Marguerite's grasp to crawl

away on the rug. He said it--Ben had said "pony" --it wasn't an

easy word.
"Yes, yes, yes, yes, pony," Marguerite inhaled rapidly and

unclasped her hands; she looked at Ben his yellow sweater out-

lined against the patterned rug, "Pony. " Carefully she adjusted the

falling straps of her brother's blue jeans, caressing the sweater's

huge knit bands of yellow. She lifted Ben slowly and sat beside him
on the couch, he was comfortable here, he was quiet, his rounded

legs close against her. She was thinking, "I'll find pictures to

show Ben.

"

"Pony, pony," Marguerite said, beginning to rub his ears. Ben

liked that, he made low cooing noises for her. She thought about a

story. "Some ponies have black and white spots," she began her

story slowing spinning it for Ben, uniting them in the world her

story would create, quickly bringing her thoughts together. "They,

they had a black stallion father, I suppose, and a white mare moth-

er," Marguerite laughed, "and, and sisters and brothers and--oh,

Ben, isn't it funny, a black and white pony, pony, Ben. " She watched

him delightedly.

Marguerite stopped laughing, in the middle of a smile she

stopped. Her legs tangled beneath her as she tried to stand; clum-

sily she knelt before her brother, she tugged at his sandaled feet,

holding them against her blouse. But if "pony" was too much to



learn, if he should forget how to say, "Marguerite"? His first

word-- "Marguerite," the first one, the only one, oh, that first

time. What if he should forget. She laid her face on his legs, her

cheeks moved against his blue jeans. Of course he would say it.

Ben had said his sister's name a hundred, a million times --in the

morning, when she woke him, while he dreamily focused the wak-

ing eyes on her, when she fed him, as she left for school --last

night she had heard him saying "Marguerite" while she was study-

ing. The day crawled on with the word. He had said it a million

times. She rocked him in her arms this morning, repeating Mar-
guer-ite.

"Be-en, Ben," she breathed softly, "Ben." She slowly untwined

her brother's fingers from the entangled couch fringe. "Sissy's

name, Ben, sissy's name."
Ben's eyes darted from Marguerite to the maroon fringe. She

put her hand on his shoulder, folding the yellow collar back. "Look,

look, Ben, sissy, look, Marguerite, Ben, Marguer-ite. Here."

She pulled his head toward her.

"Two years," she thought, "Two years-- since he was four."

Her hands were getting cold on his cheeks. The only word he had

ever said until he said "pony." Her name. He had only said one

word, her name, Mar-guer-ite. She had said it so often, patiently

repeating to him, "Mar-guer-ite," since Ben was four. She had

formed his lips gently with her fingers, sung it to him, whispered,

"Marguerite," for two years. Then he had begun to say it halting-

ly, or swallowing the word in a thrust of sound, for the last two

months she had listened to him call her name in screeched tones

or in jerks. Sometimes she thought it was the only sound she had

ever known, the only real thing.

Two years wasn't such along time, not really, not at all. Mar-
guerite was a long name; it was hard to pronounce, "Mar" wasn't

too difficult, but "guer" had sounds so twisted, so hard to form,

and then "ite." Sometimes Ben had said "Mar-GUER-ite," some-
times "MAR -guerite." Whenever he accented the syllables, his

sister listened, surprised with a flow of warm pleasure to know
that he was saying her name. Her heart beating deeply she lis-

tened, picturing the future Ben, twenty-five, or thirty, yes, thirty-

-

tall, slender, his blond hair carefully combed, his expressive

hands gesturing- -Ben, wearing a black, black tuxedo and a stiff,

white shirt, Ben saying, tenderly, clearly, "Marguerite," his blue

eyes gleaming. It would be a dedication. A concert. He stood,

poised, the slender silhouette before his audience. She imagined

this often, now it was stronger than ever in her, she felt the ex-

citement, the heat of stage lights, the mystery of the black piano,

and Ben saying, "To MAR-guerite. " Just as he would say it now.

No, no, she would wait, she would wait. He would form the syl-

lables any minute.



She deliberately relaxed her legs and sat back on her hands

,

fingering the carpet. Her eyes sought the book titles on the shelves

above her. Tom Sawyer. "Tom Sawyer," Marguerite pictured the

book flap: "Popular with young Americans for many years, this

classic. ..." Yes, it was popular with Ben, too, she read it to him.

"To Ben, 1954, Aunt Ann. Merry, Merry Christmas." Aunt Ann
thought everyone should have story books, fairy tales, children's

encyclopedias. She liked Bible stories best; Marguerite got a Bible

last Christmas from her. Funny, Aunt Ann never read any of these

books to Ben, but then Ben doesn't like her at all. Aunt Ann prob-

ably knew. She didn't know about putting your arm around Ben and

reading each story with an accent or about acting it out, tracing the

pictures with Ben's finger, spelling the words, watching the words

in the deep eyes.

"How was it when I began to teach him," Marguerite wondered.

She leaned against the couch, examining her crossed legs, the Dent-

in toes looked far away. "I think I said it five times , slowly. " She

reached up for Ben's ears. "Marguerite, Mar-guer-ite, Mar-guer-
ite, Mar-guer-ite." Her stomach was tight now. Her hands par-

alyzed, immobile, on Ben's ears. Marguer-ITE. Marguerite's

teeth clenched. "I can't say it, I can't think it, he'll say it, he's

thinking it now.

"

Why wasn't he saying it? What was happening? Why had she

done this? He said it all day, some days. She had only been teach-

ing him. Three times in a minute sometimes. Last month Mother
took him for an admittance physical at the Home. Mother told her,

it was true, Ben said "Marguerite" distinctly, repeating it after the

doctor at least four times. Then he was quiet and they didn't ask
him any more, Mother explained it over and over; that was what
happened.

Marguerite thought about it- -he said her name to other people,

everyone in the family, to the doctor. She thought about the doc-

tor, "I hope he wears a clean white coat--." She thought about her
mother's dirty green checked apron, the tie pinned on and the pock-

et torn. "I wonder how many white shirts doctors have." Then,

"Sissy is Marguerite," she said aloud. "Sissy, Sissy."

The Home was nice, all those trees. The driveway so long,

the lilac bushes lining it all the way, and swings there for him,

slides; all the kids played out there, teachers, all that. The nurse

wore all white and she'd bent down to Ben with patience. Marguer-

ite wondered though, would she understand?

Ben was on his stomach. His feet were kicking the couch. Mar-
guerite stared at them. The white sandals were moving very fast,

the anklets were twisted. "Game," she thought, clasping a couch

pillow to her.

She began the game, "Da da da da," she beat Indian rhythms on

the maroon pillow "Play, Ben, Indian chiefs around a fire, the tee-



pees, black night, stars, see them? Great feast, war dance. Ben

beats the Indian war drams. Indian boom boom boom boom. Mar-

guerite, Marguerite, Mar-guer-ite," she chanted the rhythm, mov-
ing back and forward on her heels. He watched her; he liked the

game; little circles of perspiration lightedhis forehead; she smiled

at them and blew quickly, teasingly on his ear. "Ben wears feath-

ers and war paint, boom boom boom boom." His feet were beat-

ing fierce, slicing beats, a sandal slipped off. Marguerite's eyes

glowed, she clapped her hands. "Marguerite, Marguerite, Mar-
guerite, Marguerite." Ben began to screech, his chest caved in

and out with each scream.

Marguerite started to the couch and clutched Ben. Her move-

ments were slow now, commanding, calm. "Only a game, Ben,

silly game, silly, silly. Funny Indians. Ben, Ben," she held him
in her arms , patting his hands , moving his twitching body to hers

.

"Blue eyes, Ben, blue eyes." He was still now. "Ben, good, good,

Ben, baby," she rubbed slowly, carefully soothing the pulsing legs.

Her heart felt every breath Ben exhaled, slow, even, slow, none

too fast now, slow, even. Marguerite rubbed, her arms ached,

Ben was heavy, his head so heavy, his head so heavy. She would

hold him forever. She would rub Ben's ears, yes, Ben liked that,

she pushed the fine strands of hair from his face. She held her

breath. He was quiet. "So good, Ben, he is so good, never fuss-

es," whispering humming, she began, "loves Marguerite."

Ben jerked, his nails driving sharply into Marguerite's leg.

The pink flesh paled at his fingertips. "So short nails, can't feel

them Ben, doesn't hurt Marguerite, not even a bit." The color

flushed in her cheeks. She would't start teaching him again. He
could say it if he wanted to- -he would. He liked to say it, he want-

ed to say it, his favorite word. "I bet he says it just any time,"

she thought, "Ben, Ben, Ben, Ben." She could wait. They would

play and talk now, play, talk.

Marguerite wondered if her Mother heard Ben's screams up-

stairs. Her eyes examined the staircase. Mother knows I have

Ben. Mother didn't hear, she is asleep, lying in the bed upstairs

in the print robe torn in the back, the short one. I know how to

take care of Ben. I'll take care of Ben this whole week. "Ben,

school's out now, did I tell you that? No books, no leaving in the

morning. This week, all week, I have you. Next week--fora year,

for fifty years, Ben, I'm here. Right here, baby Ben." She rocked

her body, aching stiff. Her blouse clung uncomfortably to her back.

"I know you'll say it, Ben, I'll wait, baby. Just think, no school

this week."

Marguerite's stomach knotted. "Why doesn't he say it? Here
I am, baby. Please say it, Ben, please, please, please, once, say

sissy's name. I love you, Ben, Ben. Why did I try a new word? I

should have known. Wouldn't he say it? Was he thinking it? Please,



wouldn't he say it?" Her feet itched, her cheeks were dry, she

reached down and tugged at her shoelaces. He had called her this

morning during breakfast, crying for her to come. "Oh, please,

Ben, I love you, so much, baby, say my name," she thought. She

knew he wasn't going to say "Marguerite. "

She dropped Ben's hands. He would never say it. He couldn't.

He'd forgotten. He hated her. He didn't even know her. He'd nev-

er say her name. He couldn't think it. "MAR -GUER -ITE," she

wanted to shout. It was all she cared about in the world, it was
more and he wouldn't say it. She hated him, hated him, he'd never

say it, she knew it now, she was positive. He would go tomorrow,

she'd let him. Mother explained it all so well. She didn't even

care. She detested that sweater. Hate yellow. They could take

him anywhere. She'd never come to see him. She'd taught him for

two years. She'd loved him. He'd said it a million times. She'd

never think of him. She stared at Ben. "He's so quiet, he's so

good," she sneered. "Stupid," she gasped, "stupid, idiot, stupid.

Ugly. " The word pierced her ears. Sobs began tearing at her

ribs, pulling her lips, hurting, hurting. "Say it, say it, Mar--say
it--guer--say it--it--ite--Ben, I love you, I love you, baby broth-

er, baby, I love you," she clutched the maroon fringes, "Marguer-

ite loves you.

"

Ben turned on his back. "Pony," he said clearly.

Birthdai/

My Mom
And my Dad go

Shopping each year, about

Christmas time, and our presents are

Always

From San-

ty Claus. . . old Nick. . .

Old trick. I wonder whose

Baby that is over there in

The crib.



Lupus ad Lunum \ndau cm*

The silver quiet of the night

Now bathes the sheep and fold;

The hireling crouches near the fire

That wards off beast and cold.

Today the pipes of Pan played loud;

The meadows danced in glee

And not one lambkin strayed away
Nor wandered aimlessly.

Cold moon, I howl my grief to you

O weary world, O wretched me-
This hireling watches every sheep

And leaves the fleas to mel
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The Nun' Priest's Tale

^HUa ££jL^ H^u, OS. J.

That Geoffrey Chaucer was a genius at transcending his age in

literary form and technique, is the general opinion of Chaucerian

critics and historians. Appreciative reading and analysis bear

this out. Muscatine, a Chaucer critic, states:

We find in Chaucer that mixed style is used in the interest of
perspective. . . It contributes to the creation of new compound
meanings. . . . Our own generation has this feeling for an unre-
solved dialectic.

Much research could be done in this speculative field. My aim
in this critical paper is to trace only one of his effective literary

forms employed six centuries before it was recognized as a valid

technique in English literature.

The form I wish to trace is realism, and the framework suppor-

ting it is The Nun's Priest's Tale. First, I shall define realism;

then I shall present Chaucer's method of usingit against the roman-
tic setting of his "mock heroic epic. " In retelling the tale briefly,

I will point out, either by single word quotations from Robinson or

paraphrasing lines, how Chaucer wove realism into the fabric of

romanticism. Lastly, I shall show the impact which such a com-
bination has upon the reader and the appreciation which it creates.

Realism in a literary sense is fidelity to nature or to real life,

a representation without idealization, and an adherence to literal

fact. Keeping in mind this definition, I will proceed with the anal-

ysis.

The tale begins with a stark description of a poverty-stricken

widow. The words used to describe her bare essentials of exist-

ence are" sklendremeel. . . .Milkand brown breed. . . seyndbacoun. "

Her drab surroundings are marked by "stikkes. . . drye dich. . .and

sooty bour."

In contrast, with no sentence of transition, Chaucer then fully

describes the old woman's only unrealistic possession- -Chaunte-

cleer. Now the words are flowing and colorful. "... Mery vois. . .

redder than fyn coral. . . jeet black. . . asur legges. . . nayles whytter

than lilie flour. . . color lyk burned gold. " The words turn from col-

or to courtly splendor portraying Dame Pertelote and her seven

10



sisters and Chauntecleer's abiding love for them.

We are abruptly awakened from these romantic descriptions as

rudely as the cock is from his dream when Pertelote tersely ex-

claims, "What eyleth yow to grone in this manere?"

The reply is lengthy and imaginative. Chauntecleer's repetition

of his dream and the accusation of cowardice by Pertelote is highly

embellished dialogue.

Chaucer introduces at this point the flat denunciation on Per-

telote's part of the significance of Chauntecleer's dream. This, I

believe, is the foremost example of present day realism suggested

in the tale. This charming hen tells the "nas peer cock" that his

dream is merely the result of gastric disorders and "leyes hym a

grote" that digwood berries will cure him.

. . .And if it do, I dar wel leye a grote,

That ye shul have a ievere terciane,

Or an agu, that maybe youre bane.

For a day or two ye shul have digestives

Of worms, er ye take youre laxatyves

. ..Of Kalapuce, or of gaytres beryis (Robinson ed. , 2960-65).

The cock denounces this earthy piece of advice in a full two hundred
and fifteen lines of romantic rhetoric during which the thought of

real danger is obscured.

Between Chauntecleer's philosophic narration and the woeful de-

scription of Col -fox, one short line points to the main fact that there

really is a fox and that he really wants a cock for dinner. This fox,

foreordained by heavenly plan, is lying in wait in a bed of vegeta-

bles. "Now wol I torne agayne to my sentence. A Col-fox, ml of

sly iniquitee. . . . And in a bed of wortes stille he lay." The mur-
derous fox continues his vigil while Chaucer, again in the philoso-

phic vein, considers the problem of free will.

The capture sequence is formal and elaborate with accounts of

ancient tales, courtly tragedies, historical dramas, and even bib-

lical references. Here we are closest to losing contact with actual

fact. Robert French expresses it well: "He (Chaucer) casually burns

Rome, Carthage, and Troy to illuminate his barnyard tragedy."

Now realism is used to break the created illusion and to remind
us that we are in a drab barnyard where dogs are barking and an

old woman is chasing a fox who has just run off with her prize cock.

Chauntecleer, the romance artist, becomes practical and rea-

listic as he advises the fox, in an unsophisticated manner, to tell

the farm hands, the old woman, and the dogs to mind their own
business. This brings the tale to a swift conclusion leaving the

reader (or listener) with an impulse to laugh at himself for becom-
ing so involved in a story which relates occurences in heaven and
on earth and in actuality covers only thirty feet of ground.

In using one aspect of a twentieth century literary form, Chauc-
er has enhanced his style creating contrast, balance, and perfect
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structure in a fourteenth century tale. He has turned an epic into

a beast fable and a beast fable into an epic. Kittredge, possibly

Chaucer's most devoted critic, indicates the enduring structure

built on a combined foundation of romance and realism when he

writes:

But realism is only a fragment of life or poetry. It needs a

complement or the world is nothing but prose; and the com-
plement of realism is romance. To debate their comparative
excellence is the very pedantry of literary criticism. Chaucer
wrote romances. . .and it was in their enchanted regions that

he discovered the whirling castle which the errant knight can
enter only by the help of a guiding animal. . . .Here then, is

the history of Chaucer's building. The real and the romantic
. . . combined harmoniously in his imagination. "

The Nun's Priest's Tale provides us with a delicate balance

between realism and romance and gives us refreshment even to-

day in an unbalanced world, as it did the Canterbury Pilgrims trav-

eling on a hard, dusty road listening to heavy "exempla. "

Limerick

All the boys laughed at Henry McNollers

Who studied like one of the scholars

Now a lawyer is he

Who can ask a big fee

So he laughs as he counts all his dollars.

H^wtcc^x ])iJUdU '6S
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The Bells

There are all kinds of bells:

Wedding bells

,

Fire bells,

Dinner bells,

Reindeer bells,

Angelas Bells

,

Bells,

Bells,

Bells, all kinds;

How they ring!

Hear them sing!

Listen. . .

.

The ring of my favorite bell-

Alexander Graham!

Syk/U l)d Ca+UMo '(&

on being distracted from
creative effort

How come
They rattle some
Doors and with faces glum
Scramble the wonderful winsome
Poem?

Jc^hctU \Cm>^i '

(fy
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Jo*v*vle P^X^ut M0U&4 '62

Nostos

At a party the other night someone switched on the radio and we
heard an all-night disc jockey playing an old, 1948 vintage record.

Like a fade-out in some television play the party spun away from
me and another scene clicked into its place

The phonograph blared forth Dizzy Gillespie and Stan Kenton.

We baked every afternoon but the cookie supply never lasted until

nine at night. We scrubbed our floors after the night basketball

games and we often washed dishes at midnight.

All the gossips of the neighborhood shook their heads over the

two motherless girls, sixteen and fifteen who suddenly had to keep

house while still attending school. Poof! We loved every day of

that hectic year, but of course there were those times when we
learned things the difficult way.

Not wanting to tackle the intricacies of the wringer style wash-

ing machine in the basement, we decided to do the laundry in the

bath tub. Things might not have been too bad if we had practiced

on the small articles first, but we started off bravely with the

sheets and towels. Not owning anything so practical as a scrub

board, we had to rub-a-dub-dub each bit over and over between our

hands. After the soapy water had drained out we turned on the

shower to rinse off the clothes. They had to be swished around in

the rinse water so I got an unwelcome dousing. Later we wrung out

each sheet and towel by hand, creating blisters and bad disposi-

tion, then hung our tattle-tale gray wash out on the lines. The next

wash day Daddy drove us to the laundromat.

One memorable day we discovered that little marvel, "Bis

-

Quick." Any number of dandy things could be whipped up just by

adding milk or water and sometimes sugar to the mix in the box.

Monday we had stewed chicken and biscuits with peach short-

cake for dessert. Tuesday I made meat pie with biscuit topping

and cherry cobler. Wednesday my sister Jackie served lamb

chops, with biscuits of course, and the rest of the cobbler. Thursday

night we had muffins with dinner and stewed plums and dumplings.

Friday evening we had the tuna-biscuit roll-ups all ready to bake

when Daddy insisted on taking us out to dinner.

14



Jackie and I had two good friends, Pat Dygert and Dick Goven,

who lived diagonally across the street from us. Whenever they

wanted to come over they would signal with a flag on their upstairs

window ledge. If we weren't busy we would signal with a flag of

ours. They walked over one evening during Easter Vacation and

brought with them a boy our age named Pierre Dumas. Pat insisted

that Pierre had just arrived from France and spoke no English. He
did speak what sounded like French. Since Latin was the only for-

eign language offered in our school, we reasoned that he must in-

deed be from France or how could he know French?

When we returned to school after the holiday Pierre enrolled in

our school. Jackie and I showed him around and introduced him as

a French refugee. A few days later we were stunned to hear him
conversing with a pretty sophomore girl and in the latest American
slang. When cornered he explained, "I'm not really French. I

learned the language at the high school I attended before I trans

-

fered here. Dick and Pat put me up to it, you know, retribution for

the 'Stu joke'."

I had to admit it, that had been one scheme we carried a bit too

far. Just before school had opened in the fall Jackie and I had met
a boy new to the neighborhood. Our crowd often went swimming at

the public high school across the street from my house. Boys'

night was Monday, girls' night Wednesday and on Friday nights

there were dances in the gym. One Wednesday as my sister and I

were crossing the playing field, a thin, homely- in-an-appealing-
sort-of-way boy stopped us to ask which night the boys could swim
We told him and then suggested that he stop by our house the fol-

lowing Monday about six thirty. Many of the neighborhood fellows

would be there and we could introduce him around. Stu Cotter was
his name and he explained that he had just moved to Detroit from
Florida. He was to stay with his grandmother for six months while

his parents were on a trip, then he would return home to Miami.

When Stu came to our house the next week I presented him to

the group gathered there as a tragic figure, doomed to "leave" us

in six months, he had a "heart condition" poor lad. I asked that

everyone be especially kind to him to make his last days ( sniff

sniff) happy ones. Dick, being less obtuse than the others, in-

quired why he wanted to go swimming if he had a bad heart. Stu,

covering like a professional, said that he had decided to cram a lot

of living into the little time left ( sniff sniff )

.

For months we acted out this charade. Everyone like Stu and

the boys would sometimes refer sorrowfully to the time when he

would leave us. Jackie and I could barely conceal our glee.

The six months passed and instead of returning to Florida, Stu

confided to me that his parents had decided to leave him in Detroit

until the summer, he seemed to be getting along so welll

By Easter Vacation we had to confess the plot and Dick was so
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angry with me he took back the Gillespie record he had given me
for Easter

"Well friends that was a real bit of nostalgia, eh? Dizzy Gil-

lespie playing 'Good Bait'. And now a brand new release.

"

I Could Have Danced All Night

I could have danced all night

If only he would have asked me
My feet had never felt so light

I could have danced all night

My soul was soaring out of sight

My heart was giddy with glee

I could have danced all night

If only he would have asked me

Children

When children are quiet

Be careful, there's something amiss

It could be the start of a riot

When children are quiet

One dreads noise as a steady diet

But it's certainly better than this

When children are quiet

Be careful, there's something amiss.

P<u Ha\/ik>i* '62,
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Even/
Morning

Every morning I

wake up

jump up

wash up

sit

down
eat

rush up

dress up

brush up

dash

down
street.

I speed

up
;

up,

up,

Then
Then

settle

down
to

lead

A peaceful life among books and trees and flowers

While I study through the hours of my day.

Ptfof QU*uf '62
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HokkU Pa DiOyl •&

Faces, names, places,

Forever dropping through my
Swiss cheese memory.

It Came From Outer Space

I saw
a cinder drop

from the sky - twist, float, flit,

fly. What made that black speck land in

my eye?

No juu tc^ '(&

Having in common
So many miles between us

Will not make us one.

Hokku ty^c M<z*t '&

We stood, our eyes met,

into the elevator

he stepped, and was gone.
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Barren Love ew»* kw**^. •&

Tender shoots of love

Blossom, bear fruit, suddenly

Turn to dry stubble.

Cinquain du** fvw« <&

The grass

Pushes through its

Rich brown blanket. The birth

Of spring is announced by the songs

Of wings.

Autumn Butterflu, p«**** w*** •&

Red and gold leaves fell;

His hand waved good-bye as the

Knife plunged to her breast.

Hokku zu? T*e <ss

The winnowing wind

gently lifts fragrant blossoms

off the swaying trees.
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Symbolic Geography

in Mai/ Sarton

>uc l)&i*<wM* %2

"After the passionate summer going forth, We have come back

to the cold North," says poet -novelist May Sarton. These lines

from one of her poems illustrate a technique she also uses in writ-
ing a novel. The "cold North" she talks about in the poem is cold

not only in weather but also in temperament, and she goes on to de-

pict the South as warm, ripe and passionate. By attributing mood
and temperament to these geographical areas she makes them effec-

tive conveyors of her theme. This is symbolic geography, a poet's

science.

Symbolic geography is used to tell her story of The Birth of a

Grandfather ( Rinehart 1957 ), too. The theme of this novel is a

universal one. The situations and characters could belong any-

where. It is about a man, Sprig Weyeth, whose rigid control of his

emotions stifles his contact with life and frustrates communication

between him and his wife. The settings the author chooses, how-
ever, are specific and unique: a private island in Maine, a quiet

New England town, and far-off Japan. She uses the "personalities"

of these places to illustrate the hero's conflicts. In this paper I

will discuss the interesting pattern which becomes visible when
Sprig's personality is viewed in relation to the settings. The is-

land , forst of all , forms a graphic parellel to the independence which

Sprig prized so highly that he couldn't surrender it even to his wife.

Then his cold old-fashioned reserve is echoed in the temperament of
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the New England town, and finally Japan suggests the beautiful,

creative, "warm South" of his nature.

The island off the Maine coast is where we first meet Sprig.

For years the Weyth family have spent their summers on this isl-

and. Sprig loves it, its isolation, its rocky beaches and pine for-

ests. Here "With his axe l^he is) aboriginal man, remaking the

world. . . in his own image. " This island represents to Sprig what

he thinks a man should be: self-sufficient, invulnerable and detach-

ed. He tries to make an island of himself, and very nearly suc-

ceeds. His wife recognizes Sprig's refusal to commit himself,

even to her. "I married an island," she says. Frances Weyth is

a warm, vibrant woman with love to give and few of Sprig's inhib-

itions. His distant independence has been a source of frustration

to her, and this summer the stiffness between them reaches a point

where even Sprig is concerned. Some of the reasons why he took

refuge on his mental island unfold during the following year, sym-
bolized by Cambridge.

Cambridge and the family home for three generations of Weyths

illustrate the s elf-centained New England atmosphere which charac-

terizes Sprig's personality. The city's puritanical, "cold North"

heritage has combined with the influence of his father to make Sprig

grow up shy of all emotional expression. Old Mr. Weyth had been

so intensely devoted to his wife that her early death left him bro-

ken and bitter. His indulgence in blustery emotional rhetoric at

the expense of his family made Sprig fearful of words and feelings.

His father was a frightening example of the danger in being too

attached to another person. Sprig tried to explain this to his wife:

"But you can't give yourself to another's keeping Fran. Look at my
father, broken to pieces by being incapable of detachment, utterly

dependent on that frail sister ten years older than he, cracks up

when she dies. There has to be something in one's self ( p. 196 ).

Sprig thought the way to protect his selfhood was to remain an

island, but now at fifty discovers that he has never found a self.

Instead he has only the tight, protective Cambridge shell. His

growingproblems of communicating with his wife combine with two
crucial events in his life to make him see his deficiency. One of

these events is the announcement that his newly-married daughter

is pregnant. Sprig cannot accept the idea of his daughter's marital

intimacy with her husband. Besides that, he is resentful --he does-

n't want to be a grandfather. He senses that he is not big enough to

fill the role of a grandfather, and sometimes still feels inadequate

as a parent.

Before he has absorbed the shock of the news about the expected
baby, he learns that his best friend is dying of cancer. Bill Water-
ford is a vitally alive man and the only person with whom Sprig has

felt completely free. Sprig feels lost at the prospect of being de-

prived of Bill's companionship. He says, "I expect I've lived off
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Bill, his excitement, his sense of life, all these years" ( p. 211 ).

Sprig's feelings at these two events surprise and frighten him, and

make it even harder to talk to Fran. With his island slipping from

under him in the light of these feelings, he can only appeal to his

wife, "Look, Fran, I love you. However limited my capacity for

love may be. That's all I can say. You'll have to accept it. May-

be sometime I'll have grown a self that can meet all you have to

give. Just now I'm a beggar who can't even hold out his hand"

(P. 197).

When Fran's frustration, the expected baby, and Bill's illness

break through Sprig's isolation, his first reaction is an urge to

escape, to return to Japan, where he found adventure and happiness

as a young man. But his love for Frances and his family is real,

and Japan remains a dream. What is it that he found in that Eastern

land that made him happy, and that he could not find in Cambrige?

"The ordered sensual world...." he calls it, "where he had felt

free for the only time in his life and had had intimations of what he

really might become" ( p. 30 ). Pure passion appalls this New Eng-
lander, but Japan with her formally lavish landscape offered the

balance between sensuousness and control that could appeal to him
and release the locked emotions. He couldn't free himself to Fran-

ces as he did to Japan because she represented a threat to his emo-
tional independence. Back in Cambridge with no outlet for his shy

emotions , he built his island which was now crumbling.

Only by first giving substance to this island could Sprig reach

out to Frances. Bill's death offers him the opportunity. He can

plunge himself into Bill's life completely, because Bill is dying and

cannot hold Sprig. In fact, Sprig almost lives Bill's death with him,

so totally does he thrust himself into it. By thus sharing intensely

with his dying friend Sprig breaks down some of his fears of emo-
tion and allows himself really to feel life. From his new growth,

the addition of a real island-self to his cold Cambridge shell, he

can reach out for what he found in Japan and can now attain in Fran-

ces. His different selves are finally united into a whole, so that he

can now say of his wife as he never could before, "... it's not what

I am; it's what we are -- sometimes, not always, but sometimes -

- together" ( p.277 ).

Thus a solitary island, calm Cambridge, and beautiful Japan are

seen as representative of different parts of Sprig's personality.

The author communicates effectively by portraying her hero in

relation to these places. A wider scope is given to the story by the

use of symbolic geography, the poet's science.
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Christmas

f/e£e*v v/^W^C 'dZ

This out- of-nothing cannot hold the point that bounds

Its move from now to now cannot recall •*»

Its then, it whirling goes true course around

The unfixed center that contains it all

And so returns to what was* not before until

This moment then and now and coming still

O!

Look, listen, feel

Creation crack. Yet|iolds|

Ever turns , wheel , f

And shout, earth, air

This night the spacele

ound bell, ring chime-

oes lodge in time.
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Brownicm Movement

A prism-pressed light

Bares to my sight

That endless fight.

Dust butts dust.

Shives shove each.

Motes brunt with no reason

( but shoulder no weapon )

Cuff, collide, and clash.

Books refer to this sight,

I found out last night,

As Brownian movement- -after a man.

$Ufo M*>u? ItUcJU, OS. J.

Lights of Learning

Five layers of light,

Carondelet glows tonight,

Midterms are next week.

P*#y btyf* '6S
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The Clod i^w e^t •&

Cabrini Honors , Atlantic Honors

Jean was dry.

Her mouth was kapocky; dust-devils danced in her throat. But she

wasn't noticing the heat. Her greasy face grinned in sweaty tri-

umph as she slammed the ball over the net. It slapped the deserty

asphalt, scatteringred dust into the blazing air. So much for prac-

tice. She laughed, sprinted to the faucet, gulped water, drenched

her head. Laugh, Jean, loud and boyish.

We'll slaughter 'em easy.

She trotted beast-like, great, brown, roaring, across the parched

field, banging the net-poles and metal benches good-naturedly.

Theywere friendly fellow matter. Good, solid, broiling in the sun.

Her grin broke like agulley through the bumpy red clay of her face.

She swung her heavy body through the spindly weeds and ran the

last yards to the white-washed building. Good solid adobe, dried

in the sun to the point of crumbling. But solid.

Otta spike some gooduns t'day.

She curled her cracked fingers and felt the muscles stir like angry

embryoes in her thick forearms. Dressing in the locker-room,

she glimpsed herself in the dingy mirror. Her heavy cotton slip

barely fit her water -jug body. She was pottery, red and lumpy in

the desert sun. She pulled on her wrinkled black shorts, stretching

them to fit her bulk. Her grey tee-shirt strained and ripped a bit

further along the tense seam. Near the waist, her sun-black skin

showed through, tough and burned by the sun. She saw, and laughed

into the distorted mirror. And laughed at her square brick hands

and thick wrists. And laughed.

Yeah, me. I'll slaughter 'em easy. Me. Yeah.

Still laughing, she pounded up the stairs and trotted toward the

parched asphalt court, her head low and shaggy, her powerful an-

imal legs loping through the tall weeds.

Sheeshl

She had collided with a thin, dry-weedy girl, knocking her into the

spiny burrs. Jean looked down at her, shook her wild mane, and
roared with laughter.

Hey, yer Car-lily, aincha?

Carlysle, Carlysle Chriskirk. I believe you are Jean someone.
Nah. Jean Redsand. My old man, he's part injun; real wild. Joke,
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huh? Oh, well, that's where the Redsand bit comes in, see?

If you'll excuse me, I'll-

Hey ya stayin' fr' the game?

Am I staying for what game?

THE game, THE game. Aincha heard?

Oh. Against that other school?

Yeah. Vallemo. They're a buncha scags. We'll beat 'em easy .

Well, ya stayin'?

I - I really didn't plan to stay. It's hot. If you want to kill yourself

out there on that stupid court, you may. That sun's bloody today.

No, I think I'll - no, thank you, Miss Redsand.

Hey, what's with the Redsand bit? You main't know me, kiddo, but

we got every class t'gether 'cept English. Everybody calls me
Jean, or Lumpy.
Yes, I know you. You were dismissed "from English Lit. for mis-

conduct, true? You were always laughing at inopportune times. One

shouldn't waste time, and oneself, over trivial matters. This

game, for example. What good does it do?

Hey, Ya goina watch me slaughter 'em? Vallemo, I mean. I'll

splatter 'em all over the court, and their blood an' tears '11 water

them weeds. They're a buncha scags. Yeah, I'll slaughter 'em.

Like I say, they're a buncha scags.

Scags? I don't believe I've -

Oh, PARdon me. I forgot you's the high-brow one. Well, scags

is - scags. Sorta clods. You'll see. Lookit 'em gittin' offa the

bus, they're scags. Well, ya gonna stay an' watch me splatter

'em, huh, Miss Car-lilly?

I'm not - interested in games - athletics, Vallemo, or New Mexico

in general or particular. I'm - leaving here - next week. Unfor-

tunately I'm only going as far as Phoenix. I had hoped to return to

San Francisco - eventually. But - I have to go to Phoenix imme-
diately after graduation - Phoenix.

Well, doncha wanna see this game since it'll be yer last?

My - last?

Well, ya said you's gonna go ta Phoenix, dincha huh?

yes. That.

Please purty please, woncha jus' stay an' watch? We need guys ta

cheer, ya know, yell an' stomp it up, an' all. Jus' cause ya dint

make the team's no reason ya gotta go off an' die or somethin' out

of disappointment.

1 assure you, I don't care a - a fig - for you, your idiot team, or

your hysterical crowd of cheering - scags. Good day.

Sheesh. Hey Miss Car-lily, watch the game anyhow. I'll slaughter

'em. They're a buncha scags.

Carlysle Chriskirk, tubercular, cipher, idiot. She ran through the

prickling weeds, numbly. Everything was numb, dumb, blank.

The pollen played cruelly in her tickling throat, but numbly, as if
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the nerves were asleep. Her dry eyes cried for tears, her mouth
shaped a moan too deep for her numb voice to sound. She kicked

the small cactus in hope of pain, but her heavy oxfords bent back
the needles. The sky monster stared down with its Evil Eye upon

her and cursed her rasped body. The "sun-cure!" Curse, if any-

thing. Blast last lost. Phoenix on the burning nest. The great bird

with vulture eyes. Phoenix on every bush.

Out of breath.

She had come to the blazing metal benches on the court. Perhaps

she could still feel pain. Sharp and piercing, purifying pain. She

placed her porcelain hands on the hot green iron. They recoiled,

but she pressed them on again. She could feel the welts rising on

the hand-heels, and the blue stringy fingers. The metal roared

against her palms. But no tears came, no sound. Pain could not

pierce the desert soul. She looked absently at the purple blisters.

The sun roared hal from its blue-mouthed cave. Across the court

shaggy Jean raised her head and snorted at a coming ball. The
game had begun.

Jean's rocky fist slammed the ball into Vallemo's court. It bounced

high and into the weeds. The brown-legged opponents scrambled

after it, thrashing in red dust and weed-chaff. The flats roared

with sun and spectators. The burnt asphalt laughed.

Another point, another, another. Jean's dirt-rimmed toes tingled

in her sweaty sneakers . More points , more , always the cheers of

the crowd, the dust on the weeds, red ants on red clods of clay.

Jean laughed and served once more. The ball caught in the net like

a fat jellyfish, whistles blew, suns spun, the other side served, the

Vallemo scags. Jean saw the ball coming and ducked. It flapped

beside her; she kicked it back, and stood stupified in the center of

the furious sun.

The crowd was screaming through dry throats: wooden tongues'

clackings, crows' calls.

Carlysle stood away from the screaming stands. Fools, she thought.

Clods. You yell if you win and howl if you lose. You betray your

evolutionary ancestry. Clods. But she longed for the impact of the

ballon her china hands. Her mouth ached with choked cries to Jean,

to the clods, to the redgulleys and washes. But she was dumb. She

was leaving. She hadn't loved the place but she hated the thought of

leaving- -anywhere

.

Would she ever see her beloved San Francisco again? The grey

apartments, the fog, the cold purity of the windy hills.

The red sun said no, ha ha.

Phoenix meant long hot corridors and stuffy blue rooms. Cages

with white costumed keepers. Charts of captivity. Hours of broil-

ing. What did they care, Jean and her precious team? The Game
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was their life. At least they had something to live for. When did

they ever have to suffer? The demon sun grinned down. ha.

Lioness Jean was losing supremacy in her sandy jungle. Vallemo

kept the serve and rallied many points. Her lucky star, the sun,

blinked behind a thin cloud. It was game point for Vallemo. Car-

lysle could not look away. She drew in a quivering breath as the

black-haired Vallemo scag served- -why had she thought "scag?"

Jean, great shaggy Jean had said it. Jean, once so ferocious, now
shaken. . .Vallemo served.

The crowd sucked in a collective breath.

Jean hit the ball. It went high, high, white moon in afternoon sky,

high, put out the sun, pierce the cloud high. Down, down then, in

or out? It fell among the weeds with a fatal sigh. It lay there,

punctured. Crushed by the height of the flight or the despair of the

descent. The crowd sat punctured by a point. Vallemo danced on

the hollow court.

Jean wept. Great shaggy Jean roared, a wounded beast. Her red

clay face was gulleyed. She sat on the burning asphalt and wept.

Suddenly the universe exploded in Carlysle's eyes. Her dry throat

moaned a thousand miseries. The anguish was over and just begun.

She felt, she felt, she FELT1 The world's misery had a tongue at

last. Sensations swept through her sobbing mind. She would be

all right now.

And as she approached Jean, the cloud broke open and rained on

the parched dust. Green weeds would grow. The drought was
ended.

Here Before

We've been here before.

Some call it sea; some shore-

-

depends on what you're looking for

depends on what you're looking at

we've never called it anything:

It came together once.

It still does that.

\/WU7 K\&n**h4A, ' o !>
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Fluvial

Water is

mossy velvet

gently meandering

across deep sandy bottoms

a river.

Rivers are

fierce and foamy

noisily cascading

over dull red edges --

just water.

In Praise of Preparing for Class

In this riot

One is quiet

Because

One does

Not feel

That zeal

Which comes
When one's

Well-read.
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Her Name is Paris

It would not be very easy, I think, to keep from loving Paris.

And if that young- old city were to put her mind to it, she could woo
any man on earth. In The Ambassadors ( New Amer. Lib. 1960),

Henry James portrays Strether, a strait-laced American, as be-

guiled and captured, first by the baubles and then by the beauty of

the art that is Paris herself. I will show howthereis superimposed

upon this man's rigid sense of New England morality an appreci-

ation of artistic beauty through objects d'art which James uses.

The burden of the story is concerned with Strether, who is sent

to Paris as an ambassador of his employer, Mrs. Newsome. Stre-

ther's mission is to convince Chad, Mrs. Newsome's son, to give

up what she believes to be tawdry affair he is having with Madame
de Vionnet, and to return home Wollett. While in Paris, Strether

climbs the ladder of appreciation for art. The ground from which

he steps is his own name --in itself a reference to a work of art, as

we shall see. The bottom rung of the ladder is a set of books he

purchased in his youth. The possessions f Maria Gostrey, an

American in Paris , take him up a little further and prepare him for

the next two steps, the treasured heirlooms of Mme. de Vionnet

and a set of Victor Hugo's works. The top of the ladder is a coun-

tryside scene. From this vantage point he is aware of the reality

of artistic beauty, even though it be framed in a situation disturbing

to his New England conscience.

In the opening chapter, Strether is exchanging cards with Miss

Gostrey, who has the self-appointed task of showing him Paris.

She reads his card, "Mr. Lewis Lambert Strether," and reminds

him that his given names are the title of a very bad Balzac novel.

"I know that, " he answers; then adds, "I come from Woollett,

Massachusetts "
( p. 12 ) . Strether spends the next few minutes

equating Woollett with New England rigidity. "So that you won't be

able, " he says , "if anything happens, to say that I've not been

straight with you" ( p. 12 ). He has nothing in common with Balzac,

just as Balzac does not know the entity that is Woollett. Lewis

Lambert Strether is a perfect product of Woollett, which produces

types and patterns and ultra -conservatives. When Maria chides

her companion with his failure to enjoy life, he replies, "It's the

failure of Woollett .... Woollett isn't sure it ought to enjoy"

( p. 13 ). Neither will Woollett ever enjoy art; it does not even have
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a Maria Gostrey, as Strether has, to show it how.

Strether has been to Paris at least twice before; it is for him a

place of higher culture. On the second trip he had purchased what

he had coveted on the first: "lemon-coloured volumes . . . as fresh

as fruit on the tree" ( p. 55 ); volumes, however, which now are

"stale and soiled" ( p. 55 ), and have never been sent to the binder.

The desire for rare good things is inherent in Strether --he has

been to the Louvre-- but he has not really touched art nor been

affected by it.

Maria Gostrey is the woman whom Strether will almost love,

for she is his confidante, and his affection for her becomes an

easy, friendly thing. It is an important moment for Strether when

he enters her home. Crossing the threshold of her entresol, he

knows immediately that he is "in" --with Maria, with Paris. Here

he is face to face with countless priceless articles, shining and

lovely, which have been "rummaged and purchased and picked up

and exchanged" ( p. 150 ). He is struck by "her compact and crowd-

ed little chambers , almost dusky . . . with accumulations" ( p. 75 ).

Old ivory and brocade, gold and purple, abound. He feels that he

is in a museum, with a superabundance of rare old pieces.

Nothing was clear about them but that they were precious, and
they brushed his ignorance with their contempt as a flower...

might have been whisked under his nose. But after a full look

at his hostess he knew, none the less, what most concerned
him. The circle in which they stood together was warm with

life.... She was the blessing that had now become his need

(75-76).

As Strether later admits to Mme. de Vionnet, he has, in fact,

become a "case." He became a "case" very soon- -actually, as he

says, on the day he arrived. Mme. de Vionnet observes, "Ah, but

the day you arrived you met Maria" ( p. 251 ). It is always Maria,

her spontaneous shopping sprees, and Paris --these three; they are

inextricably bound up and are one for Strether. He sees her pew-
ter, old silver, and glazed Delft.

Maria takes him to quaint shops, a saddler's, the Francais.

Gradually Strether learns to know the face of Paris, so that when

Maria leaves for a time, he scarcely needs her. Paris has begun

to fulfill his desires.

With an eye to displaying Mme. de Vionnet in the best possible

light, Chad has invited Strether to meet her at a garden party.

Mme. de Vionnet utterly charms Strether during their short con-

versation, and it is with wonder and delight that he later receives

her invitation to visit her home. Chad assures him that Mme. de

Vionnet can be known best in her own surroundings.

If Maria's home was significant for Strether, Mme. de Vionnet's

is even more so. His introduction to her apartment is a revelation

in the order of culture and dignity. He is overcome by herpos-
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sessions, and feels instinctively that he is in a rarefied atmosphere.

He seemed to see her, at the outset, in the midst of possessions
not vulgarly numerous, but hereditary, cherished, charming .

. . . He had never before, to his knowledge, been in the pres-
ence of relics, of any special dignity, of a private order (149-
150).

This is the ancient Paris for which Strether has searched. Atune
to the city he loves, Strether feels this place pulsing with her life.

In Mme. de Vionnet's drawing-room "he guessed how old Paris
continued, in a manner to echo there" (150). He is reminded of

Chateaubriand, Mme. de Stael, Lamartine. He is affected by the
exquisite amiability of Mme. de Vionnet; "at bottom of it all, for

him, was the sense of her rare unlikeness to the women he had
known" ( 151). Surely Woollett had never produced her equal. She
represents something "rather new and rather good" ( p. 299 ), and
"nothing so new as the old house and the old objects" (151). On
the other hand, Mme. de Vionnet is always distant from Strether,

both by reason of her friendship with Chad- -a virtuous friendship,

someone has assured him- -and by her almost classical inviolabil-

ity. She is someone wonderful, someone beautiful.

Strether is now on intimate terms with Paris; he has learned to

love, he is learning to live. Maria Gostrey has shown him how,

and eagerly he grasps each opportunity to exercise this new abil-

ity. One day, in an excess of the joy of living, Strether purchases

a seventy -volume set of Victor Hugo, bound in red and gold. To
what purpose? Surely not to read. Rather, to possess. Strether is

like a young love, buying extravagantly the biggest, the brightest,

the best. These volumes may be synonymous for the moment with

Paris.

After three months in Paris, Strether, realizing that he will

soon return to Woollett, sets forth at random for the countryside.

In this scene he will substitute Paris herself for the art of Paris.

His sharpened sensitivity and love for Parisian works of art will

become a rapture and devotion to the city which

had been as yet, for the most part, but a land of fancy for him
—the background of fiction, the medium of art, the nursery

of letters.. ..He could thrill a little at the chance of seeing

something somewhere that would remind him of a certain paint-

ing by Lambinet that had charmed him, long years before...

and that he had... never forgotten.... The little Lambinet a-

bode with him as the material acquisition that, in all his time,

he had most sharply failed of (p. 326).

Strether wishes to discover the little Lambinet incarnate, and in

rambling about the rural district, suddenly comes upon it, and is

caught up by its beauty.

The poplars and willows, the reeds and river... fell into a com-
position, full of felicity, within them; the sky was silver and
turquoise and varnish} the village on the left was white and the

church on the right was gray; it was all there. In short—it was
what he wanted:.... it was France (p. 327).
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Here, at last, is the reality for which Strether has been search-

ing. All day he walks, passing villages, conversing with rustics,

discovering whitewashed ancient churches, and coming back again

to the river. As he rests in a small pavilion near the river's edge
,

the Lambinet receives its final perfecting touch. Two lovers in a

boat drift downstream. After a momentary relishing of the picture,

Strether is shocked, for he recognizes them to be Chad and Mme.
de Vionnet. His New England conscience sees that their affair is,

after all, not virtuous. It is a sharp, fantastic moment, filled, on

Strether 's part, with interior struggle. In an instant he views the

scene from two distinct levels. His new-formed sense of the artis-

tic, his total love of Paris and all her trappings recognize the com-
pleteness the lovers give the scene. At the same time the Woollett

in him judges --unfavorably- -the immorality of their affair. Pain-

fully he works the thread of artistic beauty into the pattern of his

unwavering Massachusetts background. He waves, and waits for

them.

Maria and her small museum, the heirlooms of Mme. de Vion-

net, Victor Hugo, Lambinet, lovers in an idyllic scene --all this is

the woman Strether loves. Her name is Paris.

Daijhop's Impression

Winding up around

Quickly, slowly to the crest

Through the mist: The Mount.

Aw* %i&we\ '6S
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Going to "go (perpe) go

"He does not always place
the words where they would
seem properly to belong. "*

9
"go ( perpe ) go is an arresting little poem that keeps going

and going. It was made by E. E. Cummings. Though by no means
his finest poem, it is a good introduction to Cummings' s linguistic

craftsmanship. Proving that words skillfully broken and scambled

mean more than the sum of their parts, it attests to the flexibility

of the English language. Specifically, the poem demonstrates the

use of static elements of language to create striking patterns of mo-
tion. Let us go to the poem and consider its ways.

to (perpe) go

( tu ) to (al
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Otto Jespersen, Growth and Structure of the English Language (Garden City, N. Y.

Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1959), p. 235. Cummings shares this honor with Jesper -

sen's subject, Shakespeare.

2
E. E. Cummings, Poems: 1923 - 1954 (New York; Harcourt, Brace and Company,

1954), p. 291.
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alingwaysing)

go to the ant thou go

( inging)

to the

ant, thou ant-

eater

The words of the poem have been arranged in a pattern, twenty-

five regularly matching, centrally concentrated lines of chaos.

This calculated chaos produces three general effects. The struct-

ure captures our attention and directs our reading of the poem.

The distortions create simultaneous suggestions of two types of

motion. Finally, the poem alludes to something beyond itself. The
distortions themselves intensify the poem's comment on this allu-

sion. Because Cummings's techniques are so varied and difficult to

classify, it is best to discuss each effect in terms of a few of its

causes. In brief, Cummings achieves all of his effects through the

interplay of the ordinary spoken and written patterns of language

with their altered forms.

First, the linguistic distortions and their structural arrange-

ment govern the way we must read the poem, the speed of our read-

ing, the sequence in which we grasp key phrases and meet the

poem's subjects. As commanded, our eyes move back and forth a-

cross each line and down the page, groping for familiar words. We
recognize "article," "motilities," and a number of "go's," "to's,"

and "the's" on the first reading. The last lines are clear: "go to the

ant, thou ant-eater." This command is the essential element of the

poem. Although the first reading was random and haphazard, it

yielded meaning. The poem demands at least three readings. The
key is to heed the parentheses. Their use allows the poet to inter-

twine two sentences, separate when read, yet inseparable in fact.

The words outside of the brackets contribute to the construction of

the command, "goto the ant, thou ant-eater." Within the paren-

theses, "perpetual adventuring particles of sinister dexterity

omnivorous lug bringing seekfindlosing motilities are always aling-

waysing inging." The poem suggest, very simply, an ant-eater

approaching a parenthetical colony of ants. To construct the ant-

eater phrase, we carefully search for and snatch each ant-eater

word from the ant-complex surrounding it. In assembling the ant

words, we "lugbring" letters and syllables back and forth within

and between lines, in every possible direction, ant-like. The lin-

guistic distortions require active reader-participation.

We organize the elements of the poem in order to read it. We
can now enjoy the effects of the forms in disorder. The general

typography, the appearance of the poem on the page, includes plac-

ing of punction, the exclusive use of lower case letters, the inter-
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lacing of words and sentences, and the placing of single letters.

The raw material for the distortions, the words themselves, sup-

port the suggestions of motion.

The interplay of all of these elements suggest simultaneously

two types of motion, ant-eater and ant. The first is purposeful,

directed, stop and go forward. The anteater moves slowly onward,

swinging from side to side, flicking his tongue in search of his

prey. To create the anteater phrase, we retrace the same ground

six times, stopping, recapitulating, moving onward. The single

punctuation mark in the poem is the comma indicating direct ad-

dress. It permits us to pause and contemplate the word "ant."

There being no space after the comma, the pause must be brief.

In addition, there is no final period to impede motion. Consequent-

ly, we move in the only direction possible, back to the beginning in

search of the ants.

Consider the first line of the poem. Every element suggests

the basic ant-eater motion, "go," twice repeated, commands for-

ward movement. "
( perpe )," with two stopped consonants and the

surrounding brackets, serves as a stop sign. On an initial reading,

the first two syllables of "perpetual" would be pronounced as one,

receiving a heavy stress. The ant-eater's sharp curved tongue

flicks twice in this line and ten times thereafter, suggested by the

parentheses.

Visual arrangements suggest the side -to side swing of the ant-

eater. Almost every line is balanced at the beginning and end

through a repetition of letters, parentheses, syllables, or words.

The eye fastens on these similarities as it wanders down the page.

Ironically, two ant words suggest anteater as well as ant motion.

The oxymoron, "sinister dexterity," opposes the Latin meanings,

left and right hand, as well as the implications of evil and good

fortune, acting covertly and acting with quickness and skill.

Having mentioned the ant words, let us consider ant motion and

the ways in which it is suggested. Unlike the stop and go forward

motion of the ant-eater, ant motion is continual, random, and

scurrying. Like the ant-eater, the ants are set into motion in the

first line of the poem. Pronounced correctly, "perpe" flows freely

into "perpetual. " When the ant words are read aloud, many of their

final sounds merge easily with the initial sounds of the following

words, creating an interesting rhythmic pattern, perpetual, but

ominously not altogether ant-like. One of the strongest suggestions

of ant motion is the "lugbringing" necessary to cast the words of

the poem into readable form. Two other devices sustain this mo-
tion. Through repetition with variation, "always" functions in three

constructions in the poem. Intact in the center of the poem, it

echoes "perpetual. " Divided in the sixth stanza, it suggests, as

would "all ways," multi-directional as well as perpetual motion.

Finally, Cummings intertwines it with a word -coinage, "inging.
"
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The second device is the use of the new word, "inging. " "-ing, "

a suffix, means "doing" what is indicated by the root to which it is

joined. Cummings makes "-ing" function as a root, adds the reg-

ular suffix "-ing," creating a word meaning moving in motion, a

great deal more active than any ready-made word in our language.

When "always" and "inging" interlace in "alingways ing, " the motion
suggested is indefinable.

Six "go's" direct a methodical ant-eater to scurrying ants. In

addition, they direct the reader to the source of Cummings' s implied

comment on ant -like industry. The allusion is suggested by two

clues, "go the the ant thou. . .
," and the centrally placed ".

. .s

lug. ..." While ant-eater is a-gathering, let us go to Proverbs 6:6,

the single Biblical reference to ants and their habits. "Go to the

ant, thou sluggard; consider her ways and be wise." The linguistic

distortions intersify the satirical comment on ant busy -work by

creating a mimicry of the action an ant-eater and the ant colony.

continued on page 40

3
In Britain today, ing as a noun surviving intact form Anglo-Saxon, meaning "field

or pasture. "

4
Holy Bible, Proverbs 6:6, Douay Version (London: The Incorporated Catholic Truth

Society, 1956).

Shedding Snail Shells

Why, sleepy snail, do you slump in your shell

And stifle the smile on your face?

Of course, we'll agree, it is safe there inside

But to grow as you should you need space.

Out here in our earth-home where creatures can move.

We make contrary elements blend.

In your locked- up world only darkness exists;

What a sad and unnatural endl

Slide out of your hovel and stretch toward the light;

Be awakened by meeting with others.

We'd like you to live and to grow here with us;

We're the earthworms, your natural brothers.

SUtcr PM^cA H^Uc, GS.J.
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A Search in Time

The three men pulled out the rough-finished wooden chairs and

sat down at a matching wooden table. The waiter quietly took their

order and disappeared into the world of another room. The men
were not alone. There were others eating and drinking at tables

scattered just far enough apart. But these others paid no attention

to them. And for this the men were glad. Others said the search

was futile. But they were determined to find him.

The most determined was the Negro. His slow, steady,

rhythmic gait imparted a sense of balance, of achievement. And he

knew what he was after. The scar over his left eyebrow fleshed

pink. With a gesture of his long, beautifully formed hands, he

looked at his companions and asked, "Tonight?"

The old man, in the manner of old men, with a show shrug gave

an answer with his blue veined hands indicating, "Not likely. " Then
he said, "The stars and moon are hidden behind the clouds, and the

rain is washingaway all trace of footsteps from the roads. We can-

not search for him tonight. " He paused upon seeing the youngest

man grow discouraged, then added, "But we will find him; we will

find him.

"

Silence settled around the three like snow falling without a wind

to make it swirl. Sensingthe young man's disappointment, the Negro
softly replied, "It is early yet; the rain may stop before the night

is over.

"

The flaming candles , burning low on the tables , were reflected

in the young man's eyes. The Negro had encouraged him. He ran

his freckled hands through his red-blonde hair. The skin on his

forehead flaked. The long days in the strong sunlight had burned

him. He was almost glad it was raining. Still thinking about the

Negro's words he heard himself say, "Yes, it is early. The moon
has just begun its nightly journey."

Now the waiter brought in their order and the men settled back

to enjoy their wine. As it slipped easily down their throats, the

night also began slipping by. The young man, heady from wine,

pushed back his chair and walked to the door to get the fresh air.

Closing the door behind him he leaned against it. The rain had

stopped. The wind was chasing the clouds, followed by the stars.

He breathed in the clear, cold air. As it mingled with the hot wine

within him, his whole body began to tingle. For a moment he thought

of home, and of his wife waiting for his return. But this was just

for a moment.
He was glad he was here with these two others on the same
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quest. They three were different from other people. Especially

different from the thin nervous man they had met not longago. He,

too, had been interested in the search. And the old man had wanted

to welcome him to their company.

Although he could not explain why, he was glad that the other

had not joined them. There was something uneasy about him. Per-

haps it was his manner of twitching his body when he became ex-

cited. The young man thought to himself that he twitched as if tiny

mouths were biting at him underneath his skin. He remembered
how the twitching one had asked him, "You will join in the enter-

tainment I have provided for my guests? I take pleasure in being

considered the perfect host of this neighborhood. "

Being sensitive to the fact that he must not displease a host, the

young man made a show of his acceptance to join the others. As
they walked to the room where the entertainment would take place

he felt that peering, almost searching look, and he burned under it.

"Do the other two feel as I do?" he wondered.

"Apparently not," was his own answer when he saw the old man
put his wrinkled hand on the host's shoulder as if he were a friend

of many years. "The old man likes him, why don't I?"

There were no candles on the tables where they sat. The lights

were dimmed to add to the effect of the dance . And the dancer was
beautiful. Her flowing hair was the color of wheat before harvest.

Her movements, up and around, down and around, were so perfect

that he was almost transfixed. Almost. He looked at the eyes of

his host. That admiration was not for her art. He disliked himself

for knowing what the man's look said. Up and around, down and

around, and into the shadows of another room, the eyes of the host

followed the dancing girl. And the young man hoped that the old

man would see this, but he did not.

Still the old man persisted in inviting the twitching one to join

them. But now he was content to remain, he said, if they would
promise to visit him again. And the old man agreed to this. The
young man said nothing.

He did.not doubt the other's interest. He only doubted his mo-
tive. The fresh, pure wind that blew their hair in their eyes when
they had left his presence felt like the wind pushing at him now. He
was glad the twitching one had lingered.

Taking a deep breath, he stepped back into the close, hot room.
Slowly he made his way between tables to the other two. He said,

"It's stopped raining."

The Negro stood. "Let's go. " The old man led the way. They
followed him through the door, into the dark narrow street. The
wind pierced them with a sting that felt almost hot. They grabbed

at their blowing clothes and bracing each other, looked up over the

hills. The stars candled the sky, and when they saw one in partic-

ular, Melchior, Balthasar, and Gaspar began again their search.
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GOING TO "GO (PERPE) GO". . . continued from page 37

"go(perpe) go" is best described as a type of internal mimicry.

The actions of the characters are so much a part of the poetic

structure that the poem performs itself, enticing the reader to

come and consider its ways. Its effects result from the subtle in-

terplay of normal patterns of speech and writing and their cal-

culated distortion. Cummings handled fifteen words, parentheses,
and a comma in such a way that "go(perpe)" goes.

The Gift nude h^ou %s

That's my star, the brightest one,

Shining in the curved arm of the moon.

It was given to me by a friend,

And I'll always love them both.

You may borrow it, if you like.

Don't worry about returning,

It can never get lost

,

For it's mine, you know.

It's wonderful for wishing;

Or gazing, when the other stars

Have fled the winter cold.

My friend had it before me,
And several friends before him,
So it's very, very old;

But quite as bright as new
For making wishes.

That little star beside mine,

With the fifteen-watt glow,

Is an orphan.

It doesn't have a soul to wish upon it.

My star has asked me if I know of

Anyone who needs a brand new star.

You may have it, if you like.

I know it's very small, but

In no time at all it will be bright as mine.

My star was tiny too,

Many wishes ago.
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